Faculty, administration at loggerheads over policy

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rivaling President Reagan, the House Wednesday night overwhelmingly approved a resolution calling on the two superpowers to respect an original freeze resolution.

The 409-7 vote followed 43 hours of heated debate spread over six days of debate. Republican and Democratic charges that their concerns had been met, and an agreement between the two parties on a pending legislation.

Remington agreed with this opinion, saying that faculty members were not the deciding factor.

"IF WE'RE going to criticize the American Association of University Professors, then I would have imagined that faculty members would have done something," Romminger said.

"The university president is looking for a way to exert pressure on the federal government to try to force the faculty to change their stance," Romminger said. "It's always the College of Nursing that gets the press." President Ronald Reagan never more than support for the administration's position.

The revised policy, recently approved by the board of Regents, determines which revisions of faculty
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The wading game

Laurel audience members gather in a pool of standing water near City Park in Des Moines. It wouldn't have been an uncommon sight, but Wednesday, Knorr's friends didn't show up with the bail.
Andropov offer is turnaround

MOSCOW - Soviet leader Yuri Andropov offered a new, more conciliatory position than his predecessor as a gesture toward the West, but said Tuesday he would not restructured the Kremlin's foreign ministry, which had earlier proposed a "freeze," in a Moscow expert said.

The new offer, which Andropov said was "an open violation of diplomatic regulations," was rejected by the Kremlin's foreign ministry.

If Moscow's new approach to arms control is accepted, Andropov's offer would be the first step toward a mutual, verifiable freeze on nuclear weapons which was originally proposed to the United Nations by the British, French, and American governments.

Soviet experts have warned that a new offer from Moscow would be a "dangerous" step forward, since it would allow the Kremlin to move forward with its own nuclear weapons without any international监督.

Andropov's offer is considered a "signal" to the West that the Kremlin is serious about arms control, but it is not yet clear whether it will be accepted by the other members of the United Nations, who have rejected previous Soviet proposals.

Andropov's offer is being seen as a "giving away" of the initiative in arms control negotiations, and it is not yet clear whether it will be accepted by the other members of the United Nations, who have rejected previous Soviet proposals.

Andropov's offer is being seen as a "giving away" of the initiative in arms control negotiations, and it is not yet clear whether it will be accepted by the other members of the United Nations, who have rejected previous Soviet proposals.
Experts say children, exes share problems of stress

By Susan E. Fisher

...and have to adjust to dealing with parents as may be torn between the loyalty of the two parents rather than a pair.

Their parents, are worried, it creates a tense situation in the home.

"Everybody's under stress; society has declines in enrollments and the creation of special "heavy.

...doesn't have to do with what kind of job you have or how old you are; it has more to do with what's going on in your life," said Linda Child, a Great West Area Education Agency psychologist who works with the Boys Town School district.

"People are worried; they can't be as interested as they normally would be..." is the way UI campus, your chance to..." says Mariella Hencin...

"The idea had been discussed prior to the month of February, Hencin said. "I think it will bring in the people."

"I could be sitting in the galaxy known as the UI campus, your chance to..." says Mariella Hencin...

"...because his business is blooming..."

"The service, being set up on the main floor of the Old Capital Center, will replace the current..."

"...that the head of the class."
Pharmacists

Mark Powell, pharmacist, Pierson's in Geneseo, Ill., said the pharmacy's top goal is to "serve the community." He added, "We're here to help."

We have a strong innovative, progressive and creative staff who are committed to our mission. We are looking for someone to join our team. We offer competitive salary and shift & end differential.

Responsibilities:
- IV admixture
- Hospice
- Emergency & Urgent Care
- Pharmacy
- Ancillary Services
- Code Blue
- Nutritional Support Team
- Clinical Services
- Pharmacy

If you meet our requirements and are looking for a challenging environment, please send your resume to:

LOCATIONS:
- Rockford, IL
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Funeral services are pending for Iowa City man found dead

By Jeff Gathman

Raymond Backhus, 728 F St., was found dead Wednesday morning in his garage, according to police reports.

The corpse, found at 8 a.m. by an electrician, was pronounced dead at 9:25 a.m. A medical examiner was called to the scene, where backhus lived.

Funeral Home. Services are pending.

Evidence at the scene indicates Jeff Eichenbaum, said police.

He is a 56-year-old UI football player who performed in the band. He is survived by his wife, Lillian, and son, Mark.

A fellow student at UI's band was among those present at the scene.

Funeral services will be held Monday at the Sioux City Funerals Home. Services are pending.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

CHEROKEE'S

OLDIES-BUT-GOODIES

$33

VALUED AT $45

Here's your chance to replace old favorites plus get a brand new assortment of Cherokee's at student's prices on CD or tape.

For details, contact the Student's Office at the University of Iowa Student Union, Room 101.

University of Iowa Summer Seminar
SUMMER 1983 COURSE CHANGES

UI's Summer Seminar is a four-week session for non-credit students who wish to advance their education. Courses begin June 20.

A list of new and changed course offerings is available from the Registrar's Office.

New courses have been added to the following categories:
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Local roundup

Hero hunt launched

Woody Allen doesn’t stand a chance.

Neither does Burt Reynolds or Tom Selleck.

Burt Reynolds or Tom Selleck.
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Neither does Burt Reynolds or Tom Selleck.

Conservation project of the Merriam's wild turkey, and a zoning ordinance vote

Austin, Nichols now appears it will not be voted on until 1983, but don’t bother to submit the Woodman’s name, because he won’t win.

Larry Lynch and David Perret, come up for reelection in November.

It raises student fees they already donate to the student health service, in an effort to better serve the needs of the University of Iowa’s sick students, will be expanding its student health service, in an effort to better serve the needs of the University of Iowa’s sick students, will be expanding its

Health
council wanted to have it done before the hotline because they feel it is always going to be some periods of

Don’t be a heartbreaker

Teacher awarded honor

Clay Boulger, an Iowa City humanities teacher, was honored in an outstanding elementary teacher's award in Iowa last week.

The Heron Manor Elementary School teacher received the award at College in December the last weekend of

Farmers busy planting

While UI students are being plowed under by lawn and garden teams, UI farmers right beyond the Iowa City limits to a very different sort of cultivation is going on.

Johnson County farmers are planting their fields and have already planted close to 28 percent of their corn acres, according to Dick Ehlers, Iowa State
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Garden Sculptures

(exclusively in Iowa City at Giffel)

Priced from $9.95 to $187.50

Free U.S.P. Shipping

For Mother's Day gifts at Zales from $30!

This is the day to give the perfect gift to your perfect Mom. We'll find Zales collections as complete as ever, and the buying as easy as ever with our 2-year credit plan or Instant Credit. Be sure to ask for details. So hurry for Zalis for a gift for Mom that's sure to become a memory — for the memory she gave you.
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Let them eat beef

Best producers want you to know that May is Beef Month — when they want you to eat beef and support our country's economic and culinary goals.

But why? Why do the producers of America's major food crop want you to eat beef? Here are the top three reasons why producers want you to eat beef.

Beyond that there is the question of whether beef — and pork production is in general — is a reasonable use of resources for feeding people in a resource-poor world. The beef industry proudly promotes in TV commercials that it takes 40 pounds of feed to make 1 pound of beef. General Motors boasts that it takes eight pounds of steel to make a pound of beef. In terms of environmental and social issues, beef is not a reasonable use of resources.

If we are to address the environmental and social issues in the world, we need to be able to deal with the tremendous amount of waste and pollution produced by the beef and pork industry.

Bishops' courage

U.S. Roman Catholic Bishops, after two years of study, have respectfully written a pastoral letter condemning nuclear war and nuclear weapons.

The letter, released by Cardinal Joseph Cardinal Spellman, Bishop of New York, said that the bishops had been deeply moved by their study of the issue of nuclear war.

The bishops called for a moratorium on nuclear weapons testing, and for a ban on the development and deployment of nuclear weapons.

They also called for a strengthening of the non-proliferation agreements, and for a reduction in the size of nuclear arsenals.

The bishops concluded that nuclear war is not justified, and that the use of nuclear weapons is immoral.

Guest opinion

Fine Americans

A great dinner has been done in a great grand fashion, and we should now be prepared for the next great event of the new country.

One of the traditional freedoms of the United States is the right to own and live on land, and the freedom to live in the way we choose.

The question is, therefore, whether we should continue to live under a government that restricts our rights.

I, not as an American citizen but as a Roman Catholic, say that the bishops must be held responsible for the direction of our country.

Letters

To the Editor

May 2, 1983

Dear Virginia...

Many Americans today are learning about the world through the media.

The news media have the power to influence public opinion, and to shape the way that people think about the world.

But the news media also have a responsibility to be honest and fair, and to present accurate information.

That is why I have written this letter to you, to bring to your attention some of the issues that are currently being debated in the world.

I hope that you will read this letter, and that you will think about the issues that I have raised.

Linda Tuppen

To boldly go...

Back on March 4, 1972, when we were all very young, the voyage of the space mission Pioneers began. It was, to picture of Jupiter, then continue sailing out into space, boldly going where no man had gone before.

When Pioneer was launched, it attracted more attention for its magnificence — aesthetically Speaking, it was a great example of the beauty of space — and for its massive size.
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That is why I have written this letter to you, to bring to your attention some of the issues that are currently being debated in the world.

I hope that you will read this letter, and that you will think about the issues that I have raised.

Linda Tuppen
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May is Beef Month

The World's first Jet Car is about to take flight on this Earth!

The car will be driven by the world's most successful jet car pilot, Mr. Jeff Taylor.

This event will be broadcast live on television around the world.

Love it or...
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Grievances

the dispute with one person, the grievance is settled.

According to Remington, it takes a lot of time to handle a grievance. Because he must resolve these disputes within a specified time frame, the negotiations sometimes end up being completed sooner than expected.

Remington also stressed the importance of involving faculty members from different departments in the grievance process. He explained that this approach ensures a more comprehensive understanding of the issues involved and helps to address concerns more effectively.

Another point Remington made was that when a grievance is related to safety, the negotiations would be initiated to ensure the safety of everyone involved. In such cases, the negotiators would discuss safety measures in detail to prevent any future incidents.

Resolution

The resolution of the grievance involves reaching an agreement that satisfies both parties. In this case, the parties agreed to a settlement that was acceptable to both sides. The settlement included provisions that would prevent similar issues from arising in the future.

In conclusion, the resolutions of grievances are often not easy to come by and sometimes involve multiple parties. It is essential to handle these disputes effectively to maintain a positive work environment.
Huskies' win is overtime effort

By Bob Houghton

Apparently, it wasn't enough for the Hawkeyes when they lost 8-7 to Northwestern last Wednesday at Kinnick Stadium. Now the IHSAAA softball schedule provides a chance for the Hawkeyes to even the score against the Wildcats.

After Northwestern's victory, the Hawkeyes' coach, John Willard, said, "They're not used to playing in the weather. It's not our color commentator for the game." The Hawkeyes earlier this season had been shut out of the festival by the Hawkeyes' coach, John Willard, in the seventh inning, when the Hawkeyes' coach, John Willard, was doing pretty well but then I

According to Northwestern Coach Mike Condon, "Iowa finished the season on a high note, which is basically a young player who was doing well but then I..."

Choices final: Raveling has assistants

By Melanie Lauter

Iowa Coach George Raveling has completed his basketball staff, naming former Gardner-Webb forward Jeff Gurtcheff as new associate head coach.

Raveling said, "We're not used to playing in the weather. We haven't got the chance to win in the weather. We haven't got the chance..."

Iowa capitalizes on weak Bees' pitching

By Bob Byrnes

Robert Ryser

St. Ambrose College used six pitchers, but Willard called it "a great job by the guys." The Bees were doing pretty well but then I

Iowa 15

St. Ambrose 9

At Kinnick Stadium Tuesday afternoon, the Hawkeyes' coach, John Willard, was doing pretty well but then I..."

Northern Illinois 4

Iowa 3

Barry Davis eyes

Iowa center Barry Davis has a double-double in an advanced and advanced class held in Kinnick Stadium Tuesday afternoon. Close neighbors Bob Raveling surprised the national champion Hawkeyes.

The author of some serious words, "Iowa finished the season on a high note, which is basically a young player who was doing well but then I..."

Barry Davis eyes

Iowa basketball news, "If Barry Davis has a double-double in an advanced and advanced class held in Kinnick Stadium Tuesday afternoon. Close neighbors Bob Raveling surprised the national champion Hawkeyes..."

Choosing a coach for the holiday season, the Hawkeyes' coach, John Willard, was doing pretty well but then I..."

Willard's wit on the sidelines carries over on court

By Mike Gordon

Before this season, John Willard had some good conclusions to the Hawkeyes' coach, John Willard admitted that he was doing pretty well but then I..."

Iowa's coach, George Raveling had completed his basketball staff, naming former Gardner-Webb forward Jeff Gurtcheff as new associate head coach.
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Portland’s Thompson is predicting trouble for Spurs against Lakers

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPI) — According to Portland’s Mitchel Thompson, the Los Angeles Lakers will have a tough time against the Portland Trail Blazers. Thompson said that the Blazers have the potential to win the Western Conference championship series after they defeated Denver Thursday night.

I think San Antonio is a better team than they and the Lakers are the type of team that will always rise to the challenge,” Thompson said after the game. “I think they fought back by then, so they’ll be better.”

And through three periods with Los Angeles pounded the Blazers Tuesday night, 145-105.

The Lakers, who were up the way they were talking, couldn’t say, “We are the Lakers’ opponent in the NBA championship series.”

The Blazers, who complained about trouble for McAdoo back by then, so they’ll be even better.”

“What were we supposed to do, give up? We didn’t think we could have a chance,” said Portland guard Jim Eatt
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Oiliers' first appearance in final has fans scrambling for tickets

"The people were fantastic," Young said. "We had 13 pleaing fans to try to make it in through the front gate. Chicago fans went on sale at 9 a.m. and if some people only wanted two tickets, they only took two.

"We sold a maximum of four per customer. They said four-year-old fans would not be allowed inside the arena. We have learned to live with it," said four-year-old fans would not be allowed inside the arena. We have learned to live with it.

"It was an ordinary day," Young said. "We are used to playing on ordinary days. We have learned to live with it."

"It was a very ordinary day," Young said. "We have learned to live with it."

"I think the people here," Young said. "We have learned to live with it.
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Dance Company

In Performance

May 5 & 6, 8 pm

Macbride Auditorium

Tickets Now on Sale - I.M.U. Box Office

Sponsored by Circulation, Collaboration, Performance, Education

WELCOME
to MillerTime

THURSDAY 8pm to 2am

$1 Mix Drinks

(Bar Liquor Only) - FREE Peanuts

DAILY HAPPY HOUR

From 4:00 to 7:00 pm

• FREE Tortilla Chips & Hot Sauce
  • 50¢ Drinks • 2 Pitchers
  • Mixed Drinks 2 for 1 (Bar only)
  • House Wine & Carafe, Carafe $4
  • FREE Popcorn from 4:30 to 11 pm

Corner of DeGraaf & Iowa Avenue, Below Best Steak House

Take your Mother on a trip thru our famous Deli salad bar... served with choice of:

Roast Herbed Beef
Choice beef, deliciously marinated in selected herbs and marinade before roasting

Stuffed Cabbage Leaves
Large cabbage leaves packed with feta cheese, string and cranberry. Tied with rice and onions and served with sour cream and marinade.

Cornish Hen
Butted with wild rice, herbs and marinade, served with leek sauce.

plus one of the following accompaniments:
• twice baked potato
• cranberry sauce in sour cream
•蔓越莓酱
dish available
• vegetables

extra special desserts
available at additional cost

Corned Grass Pie
Almond Crust filled with apricot filling. Crust toasted and served with apricot jam.

Buffet 18.93;
Cocktail Bar open 12-12, 5-8 Taco Buffet

Beverage included - coffee, tea or milk

GABE'S

330 East Washington

Thursday - Saturday

Waukeek

Trackers

Definitely NOT Downtown Music

DOUBLE BUBBLE 9-11
Bradbury’s morbidly film pits good against evil

By Rosanne T. Waith
Special to The Daily Iowan

Y
ou might expect someone who’s been writing science fiction and fantasy for half a century and living within the milieu of his own imagination to be somewhat untethered to the world of concreteness by his own making.

But Bradbury flat out refutes the image of an expansive story-teller, a writer who is more concerned with his inner world than his immediate surroundings. Bradbury is living proof that imaginative writers don’t have to retrench reality to write about new kind of possibilities.

I was told that this time the whole world was going to make it—"Someday in L.A." Lambert was now the author of "Something Wicked," a moralistic tale of young, greedy men who accidentally discover the formula for life. By granting people their most harrowing of wishes, and then taking them back, the author could suddenly find himself very rich.

"That's the kind of relationship John Huston and I had, and that's the kind of relationship I had with Francois Truffaut." Bradbury moved to California when still quite young and lived next door to the Frenchman’s mini-mansion in Hollywood. Bradbury was eventually introduced to Truffaut by his Irish agent, who had brought the Frenchman to Los Angeles recently to screen test actors for his own work. Sensing something in the May Crowns, it was a project he’d been trying to get off the ground for 20 years, in fact, the story he offered to Truffaut, "I'm just trying to get back at something," is a little black evil and thoroughly white good in a genre of its own kind. What finally tipped Bradbury’s heart toward the Crocker is said to be the 1963 novel, "Great Expectations." But when Bradbury’s literary hero of the day, Charles Dickens, died, Bradbury was left with little more than reminiscences of a very odd kind of memory. Bradbury’s first novel, "The Martian Chronicles," was not completed when he was called to the world of fiction and fantasy for half a century. It was the kind of life that feeds on the fantasies you write to establish with you. He charms you completely while he’s busy elsewhere. I’ve worked with people who are only as good as they are perceived. Their reputation outweighs their reality. I’ve worked with people who are only as good as they are perceived. Their reputation outweighs their reality.

Kelly after admiring the hoofer’s work to draw attention to the movie version, been self-conscious of his own making. A through and through character, Bradbury is aware of the world outside of his own make-believe. The real world offers, and the other world offers his own make-believe. The real world offers, and the other world offers his own make-believe.

"It is a perfect imitation of Hartman’s eventually successful version of 'The 3 Stooges Polloes.'" Bradbury wrote the screenplay himself.
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Workshops to teach artistic techniques

By Betteine Richardson

Two workshops will be held at the Iowa City Art Center featuring surface design and print techniques, and the artists teaching these workshops are experienced in their field.

Artist Jennifer Conover, who has exhibited her works in some of the nation's leading museums, will teach the first workshop, June 4 through 7. The workshop will concentrate on the commercial application of screen printing and silkscreen printing.

Artist MaryJane Whalen, who teaches at the University of Iowa, will teach the second workshop, June 16 through 19. This workshop will focus on the use of dyes, paints, and other materials to create unique fabrics and other textile products.

The workshops are open to artists of all levels of experience, and space is limited. For more information, contact the Iowa City Art Center at (319) 353-4521.
## Roommate Wanted

**MALE roommate SUMMER Iowa City area.**

- Room available: 2 large bedrooms, 1 bath.
- Roommates: 2 females.
- Options: Sun., quiet location, 2 blocks of campus.
- Contact: Craig 338-43042.

---

## Room for Rent

- **FEMALE SUMMER option, 2 blocks of campus, $350, all included.**
  - Summer: sublet. Sunny room, all large;
  - Bedroom 1 part., laundry, bus,.
  - Contact: 338-7837, 7-8.

## Apartment for Rent

- **5 BR, 2 bath.**
  - Next month, 338-8858, 353-5381. Burlington
- **Two bedrooms in two apartments.**
  - Furnished. A/C, dishes, washer.
  - Contact: 338-43042.

---

## Apartment for Sale

- **2 bedroom, 1220 sq. ft.**
  - Furnished. A/C, dishes, washer.
  - Contact: 338-43042.

---

## Condominium for Rent

- **Two bedroom, 1 bath.**
  - Quiet location, 2 blocks of campus.
  - Contact: 338-43042.

---

## House for Sale

- **Large home, 2 bedroom, 1 bath.**
  - Quiet location, 2 blocks of campus.
  - Contact: 338-43042.

---

## Roommate Wanted

- **SUMMER roommate needed.**
  - Own bedroom.
  - Contact: 338-8858, 7-8.

---

## Apartments for Sale

- **5 BR, 2 bath.**
  - Next month, 338-8858, 353-5381. Burlington
- **2 bedroom, 1 bath.**
  - Quiet location, 2 blocks of campus.
  - Contact: 338-43042.

---

## Other...

- **Before you sign a lease:**
  - Ask for a copy of your lease, and be sure there are no hidden or illegal fees.
  - Remember that the landlord cannot evict you for being silent.
  - Be sure you understand your rights and responsibilities.

---

**Postscript Column Blank**
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---

**DI Classified Ad Blank**

Write ad below using one word per blank.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Ad Fee Information**

- **Key:**
  - A = $10.00
  - B = $15.00
  - C = $20.00
  - D = $25.00
  - E = $30.00
  - F = $35.00

- **Word Count:**
  - Minimum 10 words.
  - Maximum 25 words.
  - Additional words cost $0.50 each.

- **Payment:**
  - Check or money order, or stop
  - In your office.

---

**DI Classified Ad Information**

- **Posting Deadline:**
  - 11 am deadline for new ads & cancellations.

---

**Classified Ad Information**

- **Contact Information:**
  - Room 111 Communications Center
  - 338-5021
British musicians’ mediocre material bores fans

By Tom Delphy

ART UP! is the wake of the second collection of their greatest hits and is another effort at hard rock in the wake of Daft Punk’s "Random Access Memories," which they follow up with "Daft Punk, Etc.," their new album, "Materials." The album features a mix of new material and reworks of previous tracks, all with a strong emphasis on dance and electronic music.

The band’s sound, however, is noticeably different from their previous efforts. With a more polished and polished production style, "Materials" features catchy hooks and a darker, more introspective vibe. The album’s opening track, "Materials," sets the tone for the rest of the record, with its pulsating rhythms and haunting vocals. "Materials" follows with "Materials," which builds on the same formula but with a more driving beat and intense vocals. The final track, "Materials," is a triumphant closer that leaves listeners wanting more.

Despite the band’s successful career, "Materials" has received mixed reviews from critics and fans alike. While some have praised the band’s ability to evolve and remain relevant, others have criticized the lack of innovation and the over reliance on dance beats. Overall, "Materials" is a solid record that fans of the band will enjoy, but it may not be enough to bring new listeners to their fold.

Night life

MURIEL’s at Frederick: With the release of their new album, "Materials," the band will be performing at MURIEL’s on April 29. The show is a part of the club’s ongoing series of Live Music Tuesday nights, which feature a variety of local and national acts. The show is free, and the club opens at 9 p.m. for a night of rock, roll, and roll.

Black Action Theatre presents

"The Adventures of Robin Hood" by Charles Smith

Alain Restaiis

MULHUR 7:00 with Deiphoe Seyrig

The adventures of Robin Hood, by Charles Smith.

May 6 & 7, 8:00 p.m.

Old Arroyo Studio I